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Abstract
Background: Seven-transmembrane region-containing receptors (7TMRs) play central roles in
eukaryotic signal transduction. Due to their biomedical importance, thorough mining of 7TMRs from
diverse genomes has been an active target of bioinformatics and pharmacogenomics research. The need
for new and accurate 7TMR/GPCR prediction tools is paramount with the accelerated rate of acquisition
of diverse sequence information. Currently available and often used protein classification methods (e.g.,
profile hidden Markov Models) are highly accurate for identifying their membership information among
already known 7TMR subfamilies. However, these alignment-based methods are less effective for
identifying remote similarities, e.g., identifying proteins from highly divergent or possibly new 7TMR
families. In this regard, more sensitive (e.g., alignment-free) methods are needed to complement the
existing protein classification methods. A better strategy would be to combine different classifiers, from
more specific to more sensitive methods, to identify a broader spectrum of 7TMR protein candidates.
Description: We developed a Web server, 7TMRmine, by integrating alignment-free and alignment-based
classifiers specifically trained to identify candidate 7TMR proteins as well as transmembrane (TM)
prediction methods. This new tool enables researchers to easily assess the distribution of GPCR
functionality in diverse genomes or individual newly-discovered proteins. 7TMRmine is easily customized
and facilitates exploratory analysis of diverse genomes. Users can integrate various alignment-based,
alignment-free, and TM-prediction methods in any combination and in any hierarchical order. Sixteen
classifiers (including two TM-prediction methods) are available on the 7TMRmine Web server. Not only
can the 7TMRmine tool be used for 7TMR mining, but also for general TM-protein analysis. Users can
submit protein sequences for analysis, or explore pre-analyzed results for multiple genomes. The server
currently includes prediction results and the summary statistics for 68 genomes.
Conclusion: 7TMRmine facilitates the discovery of 7TMR proteins. By combining prediction results from
different classifiers in a multi-level filtering process, prioritized sets of 7TMR candidates can be obtained
for further investigation. 7TMRmine can be also used as a general TM-protein classifier. Comparisons of
TM and 7TMR protein distributions among 68 genomes revealed interesting differences in evolution of
these protein families among major eukaryotic phyla.
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Background
Seven-transmembrane-region containing receptors
(7TMRs), often referred to as G protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs), constitute the largest receptor superfamily in
vertebrates and other metazoans [1-3]. GPCRs, activated
by a diverse array of ligands, are the central players in
eukaryotic signal transduction and are involved in a wide
variety of physiological processes. Mutations in genes
encoding GPCRs are associated with major diseases (e.g.,
hypertension, cardiac dysfunction, depression, pain). Due
to their biomedical importance, thorough mining of
7TMRs from diverse genomes is an active endeavor of bio-
informatics and pharmacogenomics research. However,
efforts to identify all member proteins in this superfamily
from diverse genomes are hindered by their extreme
sequence divergence. In order to facilitate more sensitive
and thorough mining, many computational methods,
both alignment-based and alignment-free classification
methods, were developed particularly for these proteins.
Protein classification methods
Computational methods of predicting protein functions
rely on detecting similarities among proteins. The major-
ity of protein classification methods rely on alignment to
known protein sequences to identify the similarities and
to build various forms of models (e.g., regular expression
patterns [4], protein fingerprints [5], position-specific
scoring matrices [6], and profile hidden Markov models
[7]). However, generating reliable alignments of divergent
candidate 7TMR sequences is practically not possible.
Another disadvantage of alignment-based methods is that
the resulting models are built only from known "posi-
tives" (protein sequences of interest) without incorporat-
ing information that discriminates positives from
"negatives" (unrelated protein sequences). Consequently,
these classifiers are affected by sampling bias, which is
propagated and/or amplified during subsequent re-train-
ing. In contrast, alignment-free protein classification
methods overcome these problems. Instead of align-
ments, various descriptors are extracted from each
sequence (e.g., amino acid composition, dipeptide fre-
quencies, and physico-chemical properties), and pattern
recognition or multivariate statistical methods are trained
to discriminate positive protein samples from negative
samples.
Our recent comparative analyses showed that alignment-
free classifiers are more sensitive to remote similarities
than alignment-based profile hidden Markov model (pro-
file HMM) methods [8-10]. They can also identify weak
similarities from short subsequences. We observed also
that these alignment-free classifiers are better than profile-
HMM methods when a sufficiently large training set is
unavailable [9]. For example, one alignment-free method
was successfully used to identify extremely divergent
7TMRs (odorant and gustatory receptors) for the first time
from the Drosophila melanogaster genome [11-13]. One
disadvantage of alignment-free classifiers is their relatively
high false-positive rate. Profile-HMM classifiers, on the
other hand, are accurate in identifying well-established
protein family with few false positives. Combining both
approaches hierarchically provides greater sensitivity with
fewer false positives.
Hierarchical classification strategy
Our study for mining 7TMR protein candidates from the
Arabidopsis thaliana genome showed the power of hierar-
chically combining multiple classifiers, including both
traditional alignment-based and newer alignment-free
methods [14]. We identified 394 Arabidopsis thaliana pro-
teins as 7TMR candidates and selected 54 proteins as
those prioritized for further investigation. More recently,
Gookin et al. [15] used a similar strategy by combining
several methods hierarchically and identified a small
number of GPCR candidates from three plant genomes
including A. thaliana. They showed that a subset of the
Arabidopsis proteins predicted to be GPCR candidates can
interact with the Arabidopsis G-protein α subunit
(AtGPA1) in a yeast complementation assay.
In order to facilitate hierarchical identification of 7TMR
proteins, we developed the Web server, 7TMRmine.
7TMRmine permits users to customize the integration of
both alignment-based and alignment-free classifiers in
any combination and order. 7TMRmine is a Web-based
mining system as well as a database for 7TMR candidates
from a growing collection of diverse genomes. It allows
researchers to generate and explore prioritized lists of
7TMR candidates. It also allows researchers to examine
the performance of various methods. Furthermore,
7TMRmine can be used for other transmembrane protein
identification.
7TMR proteins
While all known GPCR proteins have seven transmem-
brane (TM) regions, an increasing number of alternative
'G protein-independent' signaling mechanisms are associ-
ated with some 7TM protein groups. For example, plant-
specific mildew resistance locus O (MLO) protein family
is one of the most divergent 'GPCR' families [16,17], and,
not surprisingly, MLO's interaction with Gα has not been
shown despite great effort (AM Jones and R Panstruga,
unpublished data). Another problem is that none of the
candidate plant GPCRs was shown to activate the Gα sub-
unit; therefore they do not fulfill the most important cri-
terion for GPCR classification. A third problem is
represented by the odorant receptor (OR) family in
insects, another extremely diverged group of 7TM pro-
teins. These proteins act independently of known G-pro-
tein-coupled second messenger pathways [18,19]. With
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these problems acknowledged, it is no longer appropriate
to label the entire 7TM protein group as GPCRs because
this group includes 'G protein-dependent', 'G protein-
independent' signaling proteins, and putative scaffolds.
Following the notation used in our previous study [14],
we designate these proteins as candidate 7-transmem-
brane receptors (7TMRs), not GPCRs. Our goal here is to
provide a tool capable of identifying the entire set of
7TMRs from diverse genomes. Having a comprehensive
inventory of 7TMRs from diverse organisms will facilitate
studies on the evolution of GPCRs and to address func-
tionality of the large number of orphaned GPCRs, many
critical to human health.
Construction and content
Overview of the 7TMRmine Web server
7TMRmine Web server includes protein classifiers and the
database of the classification results. The Web interface is
developed in HTML, PHP, and PERL. The database is
managed in MySQL [20]. The user interface is available
through standard Web browsers (tested for Safari, Firefox,
and Internet Explorer). The Web server and all classifier
programs run on the Linux operating system with the
Apache HTTP server (tested on Red Hat Linux 9 and Cen-
tOS 4.2/5.1).
The database currently includes classification results for
70 complete genomes from 68 different organisms across
major eukaryotic phyla (For A. thaliana, three versions of
genomes, TAIR5, TAIR7, and TAIR8, are included
[21,22]). We plan on adding more genomes with regular
updates as well as upon user requests. The classification
results for user-submitted protein sequences are stored as
temporary records in a database table. Figure 1 shows the
7TMRmine home page where users can either submit their
protein sequences in FASTA format or choose from 70
complete genomes to explore. For either option, predic-
tions by different classifiers can be performed individually
or hierarchically. For the hierarchical analysis, users can
choose the number of hierarchical levels and the combi-
nation of classifiers at each level (Figure 2A). Classifier
results at each level are combined by using either 'AND'
(intersection) or 'OR' (union) logic. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2B, this option lets the users decide how the classifier
results are used to filter protein sequences from one level
to the next. With the 'AND' logic, the filtering is strict and
fewer candidates are submitted to the next level analysis.
With the 'OR' logic, the filtering is less strict and more can-
didates are kept for further analysis. Protein sequences
identified as 'positives' at one level are submitted to the
next level for further analysis.
Protein classifiers
Fourteen classifiers (four alignment-based and ten align-
ment-free) were trained to identify 7TMR candidates and
are included in the current 7TMRmine (Figure 2A):
Profile HMM
This is an alignment-based classifier, and provides full
probabilistic representation of protein families [e.g., [23]].
The program package, Sequence Alignment and Modeling
System (SAM, version 3.5) [24,25] is used for implement-
ing profile HMMs. The expect values (E-values) for SAM
are calculated based on the constant sample size, 30,000,
regardless of the genome size. Therefore, the E-values can
be directly compared between different genomes. Strope
and Moriyama [10] reported that when the E-value
threshold of 0.05 was used, profile-HMM classifiers were
highly accurate (nearly 100% accurate) for identifying
proteins belonging to the same 7TMR classes (within-class
prediction). However, at the same E-value threshold,
these classifiers performed much poorly (70% or lower
accuracy) in identifying distant 7TMRs (between-class
prediction). Therefore, in 7TMRmine, we chose three E-
value thresholds to provide different levels of identifica-
tion stringency. They are listed as three different classifi-
ers: SAM, SAM1, and SAM2. The SAM classifier uses the
most stringent E-value threshold, E = 0.05. The SAM1 clas-
sifier uses E = 4.23 as the threshold, which is based on the
highest E-value given to Arabidopsis MLOs (specifically,
MLO3). The SAM2 classifier is the least stringent with the
threshold E = 6.52, which is obtained at the minimum
error point [26] based on the classification of the training
set (total errors: 4 out of 2,030 training samples: no false
positive and 4 false negatives).
GPCRHMM
This method was developed by Wistrand et al. [27]. These
authors constructed a compartmentalized HMM incorpo-
rating distinct loop length patterns and differences in
amino acid composition between cytosolic loops, extra-
cellular loops, and membrane regions based on a diverse
set of GPCR sequences. Their training set included eleven
of 13 PFAM GPCR protein families [7]. They considered
the remaining two divergent families: Drosophila odorant
receptor family 7tm_6 (PF02949) and the plant family
Mlo (PF03094) as the outliers and excluded from their
training set. The sensitivity (against 1,706 positives
obtained from GPCRDB [28,29]) and false positive rates
(against 1,071 negatives) of GPCRHMM are reported as
92.8% and 0–1.18%, respectively [27].
LDA, QDA, LOG, and KNN
These classifiers are parametric and non-parametric dis-
crimination methods (linear, quadratic, and logistic dis-
criminant analyses, as well as nonparametric K-nearest
neighbor) described by Moriyama and Kim [8]. These
classifiers use amino acid composition and physico-
chemical properties as sequence descriptors. For KNN
classifiers, the number of neighbors, K, is chosen from 5,
10, 15, or 20 and the classifiers are designated KNN5,
KNN10, KNN15, and KNN20, respectively. Based on the
training set including 1,000 positives (obtained from
BMC Genomics 2009, 10:275 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/10/275
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GPCRDB) and 750 negatives, cross-validation tests
showed that these methods have 97.7–98.7% and 2.9–
3.6% of true and false positive rates, respectively [8]. S-
PLUS statistical package version 8.1.1 for Linux (TIBCO
Software Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) is used for the classifier
development and application.
SVM-AA and SVM-di
These are the classifiers based on support vector machines
(SVMs), learning machines that make binary classifica-
tions based on a hyperplane separating a remapped
instance space [30]. Amino acid composition (SVM-AA)
and dipeptide frequencies (SVM-di) are used as the
sequence descriptors. Strope and Moriyama [10] reported
that the true and false positive rates by SVM-AA are >96%
and 4–6%, respectively. SVM-AA performed much better
than profile-HMM classifier for identifying distant 7TMRs
(~90% accuracy by SVM-AA, while lower than 80% by
profile HMMs), and similar accuracies were observed with
SVM-AA even for short sub-sequences. Bhasin and
Raghava [31] used SVM-di for their GPCRpred classifier
and showed that 99.5% accuracy from cross-validation
tests based on the training set including the five major
7TMR classes. We use SVMlight version 6.01 developed by
Joachims [32,33] for the SVM implementation with the
radial basis (rbf) kernel function. We performed the grid
analysis with five-fold cross validation to obtain the opti-
mal set of parameters (γ for the rbf kernel and the trade-
off, C) for our training set. For SVM-AA and SVM-di, the
values used were (γ, C) = (155, 0.5) and (417, 0.5291),
respectively.
7TMRmine Web serverFigure 1
7TMRmine Web server. At the home page, users can choose a genome to explore or submit their own protein sequences 
for analysis.
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PLS-ACC
This classifier uses the partial least squares regression
(PLS) with sequence descriptors based on the auto/cross-
covariance transformation of amino acid properties [9].
We use an R implementation [34,35]: the PLS package
(ver. 2.1-0) developed by Mevik and Wehrens [36,37].
The classification was done using the threshold score,
0.4982, which was obtained at the minimum error point
[26]. PLS-ACC was found to perform better than profile-
HMM classifiers and PSI-blast when training sets are small
and also against short sub-sequences, constantly better
than 90% accuracy whereas profile-HMM classifiers fluc-
tuates as low as 80% accuracy [9].
All classifiers except for GPCRHMM were trained using
the dataset including 1,015 each of positive (GPCR) and
negative (non-GPCR) sequences (these sequences are
available on the 7TMRmine website). GPCR sequences
were randomly sampled from GPCRDB (June 2006
release) [28,29]. Only non-GPCR "Class Z (Archaeal/bac-
terial/fungal opsins)" sequences were excluded from sam-
pling. Non-GPCR sequences were randomly sampled
from UniProtKB/SwissProt (manually curated part of Uni-
Prot) [38,39]. We manually examined this random-nega-
tive set to ensure that no known GPCR sequences were
included.
Classifier performance against known proteins
In order to understand how these classifiers perform for
the actual 7TMR proteins, we tested them against the
entire set of sequences obtained from GPCRDB [28,29].
In Additional file 1, the percentage of positives identified
by each classifier is summarized. GPCRDB includes one
non-GPCR class, "Class Z: Archael/bacterial/fungal
opsins", which includes bacteriorhodopsins, proteorho-
dopsins, and related fungal opsins. They are light-driven
proton and chloride pumps. Although these proteins have
7TM regions, they are not GPCRs and not involved with
signal transduction. Therefore, we consider these proteins
as important negative test samples.
7TMRmine hierarchical analysis optionsFigure 2
7TMRmine hierarchical analysis options. The hierarchical analysis process is highly customizable (A). The user options 
include the number of levels, the filtering logic ('AND' or 'OR'), and the combination of classifiers at each level. For the TM 
predictions, further options are available, including the TM number range and the location of N-terminus ('in' or 'out'). The two 
filtering logics are used to identify 'positive' proteins (B). 'AND' logic identifies a protein as a positive if all classifiers identify it 
as a positive (the intersection), otherwise as negatives. 'OR' logic identifies a protein as a positive if at least one classifier iden-
tifies it as a positive (the union), otherwise as negatives. Only positively identified proteins are passed to the next level for fur-
ther analysis.
BMC Genomics 2009, 10:275 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/10/275
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As shown in Additional file 1, the percentage of positives
obtained by classifiers varies depending on the GPCR
class. Only Class A (Rhodopsin-like), frizzled/
smoothened, and vertebrate taste receptors (T2R) are con-
sistently identified at higher than 96% by any classifier.
GPCRHMM completely missed insect odorant receptors
and plant MLOs. This is because GPCRHMM is not
trained for these proteins as described earlier. Compared
to alignment-based classifiers (SAM/SAM1/SAM2 and
GPCRHMM), all alignment-free classifiers showed very
high false positive rates (shown as % positives against
Class Z). In order to reduce false positive rates, Moriyama
et al. [14] took the intersection of six selected classifiers
(SVM-AA, SVM-di, PLS-ACC, LDA, QDA, and KNN20). As
shown in Additional file 1, this strategy (called "6 class")
reduced the false positive rate to ~6% without affecting
the true positive rates. By taking the union of "6 class" and
GPCRHMM as well as SAM2, we achieved the highest cov-
erage for all GPCR classes without increasing the false pos-
itive rate. Additional file 1 also shows the classifier
performance against the GPCR datasets from two organ-
isms (Homo sapiens and D. melanogaster). Using the com-
bination classifier "6 class + GPCRHMM + SAM2", nearly
100% of all known 7TMRs were recovered from these two
genomes.
Transmembrane prediction methods
HMMTOP2.1 [40-42] and TMHMM2.0 [43] are both
HMM-based TM-prediction methods. Both are considered
to be the two best TM-prediction methods [e.g., [44,45]].
Many secreted proteins contain short N-terminal signal
peptides, which often have strongly hydrophobic seg-
ments; consequently many TM-prediction methods misi-
dentify these signal peptides as TM regions. Phobius
[46,47] addressed this problem by combining a signal
peptide model, SignalP-HMM [48], and TMHMM
improving overall accuracy in detecting and differentiat-
ing proteins with signal peptides and proteins with TM
segments.
We incorporated HMMTOP2.1 and Phobius in our classi-
fier set. As shown in Figure 2A, users can set their own
rules with the number of TM regions (from 0 to 15 or
more) and the location of N-terminals (internal or exter-
nal of cells). Proteins that satisfy these rules are identified
as 'positives', and all others 'negatives'. These options give
the users flexibility in mining transmembrane proteins.
The topology of canonical GPCR proteins has seven TM-
regions and the N-terminus located extracellularly. How-
ever, no single TM-prediction method predicts exactly
seven TM-regions from all known 7TMRs. Among known
GPCR sequences in the GPCRDB, less than 85% are pre-
dicted to have exactly seven TM-regions by either Phobius
or HMMTOP2.1 (Additional file 2; also see [14]). Choos-
ing the TM number ranging from five to nine, for example,
covered 99% of the known GPCRs. In addition to the pre-
diction accuracy problem, some divergent 7TMRs may
have their N-termini located intracellularly (Additional
file 2; also see [49,50]). Furthermore, test sequences may
include partial proteins. Therefore, users are advised to
use a range in the number of predicted TM regions for
identification purpose.
Genes encoding transmembrane proteins constitute 20–
30% of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes [51-54].
Therefore, TM-region prediction is in general one of the
most important steps for analyzing proteins. Inclusion of
TM-prediction options adds flexibility to explore beyond
just 7TM proteins. For this purpose, the users may elect to
use only TM-prediction options with any number of levels
(Figure 2A). In this regard, 7TMRmine works as a flexible
analysis tool for examining TM protein candidates from
entire genomes.
User submitted sequences
For user-submitted protein sequences, all classifiers are
run first and the identification results are displayed for
users to review. If the user chooses to perform further hier-
archical analysis, the option interface similar to Figure 2A
is presented, allowing the user to build and perform their
own hierarchical 7TMR mining for any sequences.
Utility and discussion
7TMR protein mining from the Arabidopsis thaliana 
genome
7TMR proteins form the largest receptor superfamily in
vertebrates and other metazoans (e.g., ~800 in human,
~1,000 in Caenorhabditis elegans) [29]. However, few
7TMR candidates are reported in plants and fungi. Only
22 candidate Arabidopsis 7TMRs were described to date
[55] (more recent review is found in Moriyama and
Opiyo, in press 65). We explored the possibility of finding
more divergent groups of 7TMR candidates from the A.
thaliana genome using both alignment-free and align-
ment-based methods [14]. For the 7TMRmine server, we
updated all classifiers using a larger training dataset, and
added new classifiers (SAM1, SAM2, GPCRHMM, and
Phobius). The server also includes a newer release of the
A. thaliana genome (TAIR8; 32,690 proteins excluding
those shorter than 35 amino acids; 27,066 proteins fur-
ther excluding predicted alternative-splicing products).
Table 1 summarizes the results obtained from the classifi-
ers based on profile HMMs and TM-prediction methods.
GPCRHMM predicted 39 proteins (46 including predicted
alternative-splicing products) as 7TMR candidates. In A.
thaliana, currently 22 (27 including predicted alternative-
splicing products) are known to be 7TMRs: 15 MLOs (19
including predicted alternative-splicing products), G-pro-
tein-coupled receptor 1 (GCR1), Arabidopsis thaliana regu-
lator of G-protein signaling 1 (AtRGS1), and five
heptahelical transmembrane proteins (HHPs; 6 including
BMC Genomics 2009, 10:275 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/10/275
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predicted alternative-splicing products). GCR1 and
AtRGS1 are known to directly interact with the plant Gα
subunit GPA1 [56]. AtRGS1 is a putative membrane
receptor for D-glucose and also functions as a GTPase acti-
vating protein to AtGPA1 [57]. Two proteins, GTG1 and
GTG2 (four proteins including predicted alternative-splic-
ing products; [58]), were claimed to be plant GPCRs based
on co-immunoprecipitation of AtGPA1 with these mem-
brane proteins. However, GTG1/GTG2 are treated sepa-
rately here as their animal homologues are reported to be
likely channel proteins with no topological similarity to
GPCRs [59]. Of the 22 known 7TMR proteins in A. thal-
iana, GPCRHMM recognized only GCR1 as a candidate.
The AtRGS1 protein contains the RGS domain (120
amino acids) attached to the 7-TM region. As described
also by Gookin et al. [15], GPCRHMM does not recognize
AtRGS1 as a 7TMR protein unless the C-terminal RGS
domain is removed. As expected, none of the MLOs and
HHPs was identified by GPCRHMM. As mentioned
before, the training dataset used for GPCRHMM excluded
any such extremely diverged proteins [27]. On the other
hand, the SAM classifiers were trained using the dataset
that included wider ranges of 7TMR proteins. Thus both
SAM1 and SAM2 identified all 15 MLOs (19 including
alternative-splicing products) as well as GCR1 correctly.
However, even after removing the RGS domain sequence,
SAM classifiers could not identify AtRGS1 positively; only
GCR1 was identified positively by both SAM2 and
GPCRHMM.
By using either Phobius or HMMTOP, ~200 of 27,066 A.
thaliana proteins (or ~250 of 32,690 including alternative-
splicing products) were predicted to have exactly seven
TM-regions. 103 proteins (134 including alternative-splic-
ing products) were predicted to be 7-TM proteins by both
methods. The 22 (or 27 including alternative-splicing
products) known A. thaliana 7TMR proteins were pre-
dicted to have between six and eight and between seven
and ten TM-regions by Phobius and HMMTOP, respec-
tively. Only 11 of the 22 proteins (or 13 of 27 including
alternative-splicing products) are predicted to have exactly
seven TM-regions by the both methods. Note that GTG1
and GTG2 are predicted to have eight or nine TM-regions
(one of the two GTG2 alternative-splicing products,
AT4G27630.1, is predicted to have only five TM-regions
by both methods). Of the 27,066 A. thaliana proteins, 969
proteins have between five and ten TM-regions by both
methods. The range "5–10TMs" (by HMMTOP) was also
used by Moriyama et al. [14] as the best coverage against
the entire GPCR dataset for the hierarchical classification.
Figure 3 shows an example of hierarchical classification of
the A. thaliana genome. Four hierarchical levels were gen-
erated (Figure 3A). The first level included six alignment-
free classifiers chosen in our previous study [14] ("6 class"
in Additional file 1). Taking the intersection of all these
classifier results ('AND' logic), 952 proteins were identi-
fied as 7TMR candidates (positives). At the second level,
both TM methods were chosen with the options for 5–
10TMs (with no N-terminal preference). Among the 952
proteins identified at the first level, 562 proteins remained
as positive. Application of more strict options, seven TMs
by the both methods, yielded 100 7TMR candidates at the
third level. When SAM2 and GPCRHMM options were
used for the final level, only 10 proteins were identified as
positives by each of these methods. As shown in Table 1,
as few as 50% of currently known A. thaliana 7TMRs are
predicted to have exactly seven TM-regions. Therefore, the
requirement of having exactly seven TM-regions seems to
be excessively strict. Removing this requirement (Figure
3B), SAM2 identified 20 positives, which included all
known MLOs and GCR1. GPCRHMM, on the other hand,
identified 37 positives, including only one known 7TMR
(GCR1). The positive set predicted by either SAM2 or
GPCRHMM (the union set) included 56 proteins (Figure
3C). One can easily change the level-2 options to restrict
TM ranges. For example, using 6–10 TMs gave 487 posi-
tives with no effect on the SAM2 and GPCRHMM results
(20 and 37 positives, respectively). With 7–8 TMs, 156
(132 after excluding alternative transcripts) proteins were
identified (see Additional file 3 for the list). This list
included all of the 16 high-ranking 7TMR candidates
reported by Gookin et al. [15] as well as 15 of the 22
known 7TMRs (or 18 of 27 including predicted splicing
alternatives). Seven known 7TMRs (6 MLOs and 1 HHP;
or nine including predicted splicing-alternatives) were
excluded from this list because their number of TM
regions did not fit within the chosen range. Both of GTG1
Table 1: Number of 7TMR candidates predicted from 27,066 A. 
thaliana proteins.a
Classifiers Number of 7TMR candidates
GPCRHMM 39 (1)b [46]
SAM (E = 0.05) 10 (10) [12]
SAM1 (E = 4.23) 24 (16) [28]
SAM2 (E = 6.52) 28 (16) [32]
Phobius: 5–10TM 1,123 (22)* [1,393]
Phobius: 7TM 191 (20) [245]
HMMTOP: 5–10TM 1,207 (22)* [1,499]
HMMTOP: 7TM 197 (13) [252]
Phobius & HMMTOP: 5–10TM 969 (22)* [1,212]
Phobius & HMMTOP: 7TM 103 (11) [134]
aProtein numbers exclude predicted alternative-splicing products. The 
total number of proteins in the A. thaliana genome is 32,690 including 
all predicted products. Numbers in square brackets include predicted 
alternative-splice products.
bNumbers in parentheses are those positively identified from the 22 
known A. thaliana 7TMR proteins. * indicates that GTG1 and GTG2 
are also identified.
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and GTG2 (including all four predicted splicing alterna-
tives) were not included in this list since either or both
TM-prediction methods predicted eight or nine TM-
regions in GTG1 and GTG2 (one splice form of GTG2 has
only five TM-regions). However, GTG1 was positively
identified by the all six classifiers, and can be identified as
a 7TMR candidate if we relax the TM-number requirement
to be between 7 and 9.
As shown in this example, users can choose classifiers in
any combination in any number of levels (currently up to
six) to create their own hierarchical filtering system. By
using less strict methods at the earlier level and more strict
methods at the later level, the 7TMRmine Web server facil-
itates the prioritization of the 7TMR protein candidate set
and generation of a protein set in a manageable size for
further investigation. The union and intersection of posi-
tive or negative sets can be easily obtained as shown in
Figure 3C. Figure 3D shows an example of the list of all
classifier prediction results. Protein sequences as well as
the classification results can be downloaded from this
page for further analysis. For example, protein sequences
can be submitted to GPCR classification tools such as
GPCRsIdentifier [60], GPCRsclass and GPCRpred [31,61],
and GPCRTree [62] for further family classification.
Distribution of transmembrane proteins among eukaryotic 
genomes
Using 7TMRmine, we examined the distribution of trans-
membrane proteins among various eukaryotes. The server
currently has classification results from 68 organisms
across the major eukaryotic phyla: 10 land plants (includ-
ing 1 moss and 1 fern), 8 green algae, 2 diatoms, 14 fungi,
6 vertebrates, 1 urochordate, 1 cephalochordate, 1 echin-
oderm, 7 arthropodes, 1 nematode, 2 annelida, 1 mol-
lusca, 1 cnidaria, 1 placozoa, and 11 protists (including 1
red alga, 1 choanoflagellate and 2 Dictyostelium species).
From each genome, proteins shorter than 35 amino acids
and proteins with unidentified residues (irregular letters
other than the 20 alphabets, most often 'X') over more
An example of the hierarchical classification processFigure 3
An example of the hierarchical classification process. Four hierarchical levels are constructed to analyze the Arabidopsis 
thaliana genome (A). Classifiers included are: six alignment-free classifiers at Level 1, 5–10TMs by both Phobius and HMMTOP 
at Level 2, 7TMs by both Phobius and HMMTOP at Level 3, and SAM2 and GPCRHMM at Level 4. Less stringent filtering can 
be done by removing the requirement of 7TMs by Phobius and HMMTOP (B). At each level, prediction results can be com-
bined in various ways (C). In the table listing classification results for the A. thaliana genome, each sequence ID is linked to the 
corresponding gene entry of The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) website [21,22] (D).
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than 30% of the length are excluded. The summary statis-
tics are shown in the "TM/7TMR Mining Summary Statis-
tics" page (Figure 4). As mentioned in the earlier section,
Phobius predicts fewer TM proteins compared to
HMMTOP. The proportion of TM proteins to the entire
proteins encoded by the genome was uniform across dif-
ferent organisms, yielding 20–25% by Phobius and ~40%
by HMMTOP. In the "Transmembrane Protein Prediction
Statistics" page (Figure 5), one can compare the numbers
of proteins predicted to have certain numbers of TM
regions among different organismal groups. When we
compared the TM-prediction results by Phobius with
those by HMMTOP, the majority of differences were
found in the numbers of 1TM proteins (Figure 5, red) and
2 to 4TM proteins (Figure 5, orange). In all organisms,
these two groups of TM proteins were predicted twice
more often by HMMTOP than by Phobius, which results
in the reduced number of non-TM (0TM) proteins in
HMMTOP prediction (Figure 5, light blue). More detailed
comparison for each species is presented in histograms
(clicking anywhere on the pie charts on the Web page
brings the user to the detailed statistics page for the corre-
sponding organism; Figure 6 also shows the histograms
only for Phobius prediction). In comparing the histo-
grams of TM numbers predicted by Phobius and
HMMTOP, one finds that all of 2-, 3-, and 4-TM proteins
are over-presented by HMMTOP, contributing to the
increased number of 2–4TM proteins predicted by
HMMTOP in Figure 5 (shown with orange). Proteins with
higher numbers of TMs also show consistent but much
smaller differences between Phobius and HMMTOP. Fur-
ther examinations showed that among 7,175 A. thaliana
proteins predicted as non-TM by Phobius and TM by
HMMTOP (0, >0), 2,847 proteins (39.7%) were predicted
to have signal peptides by Phobius. Among the 18,221
proteins predicted to be non-TM by both methods (0, 0),
only 1,177 (6.5%) were predicted to have signal peptides
by Phobius. This observation clearly shows that Phobius
takes advantage of signal-peptide prediction to avoid mis-
identifying signal-peptide regions as TM regions. Proteins
predicted to have no TM by both methods (0, 0) consti-
tute 60% of any eukaryotic genome; they are most likely
truly non-TM proteins. The maximum proportion of non-
TM proteins could be ~80% (Figure 5, light blue).
Distributions of TM proteins among four representative
organismal groups are compared in Figure 6. While six
vertebrates have a greater representation of 7TM proteins
among those with multiple TM regions, urochordate
(Ciona intestinalis) and cephalochordate (Branchiostoma
floridae) have much smaller numbers of 7TM proteins
compared to other vertebrates (Figure 6C). This is consist-
ent with many vertebrates having the largest 7TMR super-
family. Among the other metazoa including protostomes
(six insects, Daphnia pulex, C. elegans, two annelida, one
mullusca, as well as Nematostella vectensis and Trichoplax
adhaerens), C. elegans shows a significantly higher number
of 7TM proteins, the largest among the 68 organisms
accounting almost for 7% of its genome (Figure 6D). The
majority of these C. elegans 7TM proteins belong to chem-
oreceptors [3,63]. It is also interesting to note that two
basal metazoa, N. vectensis (cnidaria) and T. adhaerens
(placozoa) have greater representation of 7TM proteins
compared to protostomes. On the other hand, plants and
protists show no such over-representation of 7TM pro-
teins. Among fungi, there appears to be species-specific
over-representation of 7TM proteins in Encephalitozoon
cuniculi, an animal pathogen with the smallest genome
among eukaryotes [64]. Of 1,996 proteins, 91 genes
(more than 4% of the genome) are predicted to encode
proteins that have seven TM-regions by either Phobius or
HMMTOP. Considering that other fungal genomes have
only less than 2% (e.g., 126 out of 9,838 Neurospora crassa
proteins) of predicted 7TM proteins and that E. cuniculi
has reduced gene sets adapted to its parasitic life style, this
over-representation of 7TM proteins is significant.
"TM/7TMR Mining Summary Statistics" pageFigure 4
"TM/7TMR Mining Summary Statistics" page. Numbers presented are based on the cumulative numbers from each 
organismal group. "Non-TM proteins" are those predicted to have no (0) TM region. "TM proteins" are those predicted to 
have at least one (>0) TM regions. The "6 classifiers" column shows the total number of 7TMR candidates predicted by all of 
LDA, QDA, KNN20, SVM_AA, SVM_di, and PLS_ACC (the intersection of the positives by these classifiers).
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Distribution of 7TMR proteins among eukaryotic genomes
The "TM/7TMR Mining Summary Statistics" page also
summarizes the distribution of 7TMR protein candidates
among eukaryotes (Figure 4). Clearly 7TMR proteins are
under-represented in plants, fungi, and protists. For each
organismal group, classification results are summarized
using Venn diagrams (Figure 7; Venn diagrams for all spe-
cies are presented on the website). The positives obtained
by SAM2 and GPCRHMM have very few overlaps for
plant, fungal, and protist proteins (with exception of D.
discoideum). This result indicates that use of only
GPCRHMM, which is not trained for the largest plant
7TMR family (MLO), would omit many 7TMR candidates
from these organisms. On the contrary, but as expected,
the predictions for deuterostomes by these two classifiers
significantly overlap. As described earlier, GPCRHMM is
The "Transmembrane Protein Prediction Statistics" pageFigure 5
The "Transmembrane Protein Prediction Statistics" page. The proportions of proteins predicted to have given num-
bers of TM regions are illustrated in pie charts for different organismal groups. The "(Phobius, HMMTOP)" column shows the 
proportions of proteins predicted to have no TM by both methods (0, 0), one or more TMs by both methods (>0, >0), no TM 
by Phobius but one or more TMs by HMMTOP (0, >0), and one or more TMs by Phobius but no TM by HMMTOP (>0, 0).
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trained to identify canonical GPCRs obtained from these
organisms. C. elegans of the "protostome" group and D.
discoideum of the "protist" group show the similar predic-
tion pattern as those for deuterostomes. This is because
chemoreceptors from C. elegans and cyclic AMP receptors
from D. discoideum, while divergent, are more closely
related to vertebrate types of 7TMRs and GPCRHMM
included these sequences for training. On the other hand,
insect odorant receptors (ORs) are not included in the
training set of GPCRHMM. Therefore, it is not surprising
that GPCRHMM does not find the 60 ORs found in D.
melanogaster. Drosophila ORs are included in the 139 pro-
teins recognized by both the 6-classifiers and SAM2 but
not by GPCRHMM (Figure 7). Gustatory receptors, simi-
larly divergent insect chemoreceptors, of D. melanogaster
are also included in this protein set.
7TMR candidates in the A. thaliana, rice, and poplar 
genomes
As described earlier, from the A. thaliana genome, the 16
high-ranking proteins identified by Gookin et al. [15] as
well as 15 of the 22 known 7TMRs are found in the 132
proteins (156 including predicted alternative-splice
forms) obtained from the intersection of the "6 classifiers"
AND "7–8 TM" predictions (see Venn diagrams for A. thal-
iana in Figure 7). All six MLOs of the remaining seven
known 7TMRs are included in the 49 proteins (57 includ-
ing predicted alternative-splice forms) obtained from the
intersection between "5–10 TM" AND
"SAM2+GPCRHMM" (Venn diagrams including "5–10
TM" are available on the website). The remaining HHP5
as well as GTG1 are predicted as positives by both "5–10
TM" and "6 classifiers" but neither by GPCRHMM nor
Transmembrane proteins predicted from four organismal groupsFigure 6
Transmembrane proteins predicted from four organismal groups. The histograms compare the frequencies of pro-
teins with different number of TM regions predicted by Phobius among organisms. Proteins predicted to have no (0) TM region 
are shown above 'nonTM'. Proteins predicted to have one or more (>0) TM regions are shown above 'TM'. The part of the his-
togram showing the frequencies of 7TM proteins is enlarged and shown in the inset. More histograms are available on the 
7TMRmine website.
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SAM2. GTG2 is not predicted by "6 classifiers" because
PLS-ACC does not identify it as positive. Based on these
results, we consider the 162 proteins (excluding predicted
alternative-splicing forms; obtained by combining 132
proteins identified by both of "6 classifiers" AND "7–8
TM" with 49 proteins identified by both of
"SAM2+GPCRHMM" AND "5–10 TM") to be the most
likely 7TMR candidates from the A. thaliana genome (see
Additional file 3). Similar lists generated for Oryza sativa
(rice) and Populus trichocarpa (California poplar) include
84 and 153 candidates, respectively (see Additional files 4
and 5). High-ranking protein sets identified by Gookin et
al. [15] included 13 rice and 20 poplar proteins. Of their
rice GPCR candidates, six proteins are included in our
intersection set of "7–8 TM" AND "6 classifiers", and two
proteins are included in the intersection set of "5–10 TM"
AND "SAM2+GPCRHMM". Two of the remaining five
proteins are included in the intersection set between "5–
10 TM" AND "6 classifiers". Three are not identified by
any of these criteria due to negative predictions by SVM-
AA (for three proteins) and SVM-di (one protein). Among
20 poplar GPCR candidates claimed by Gookin et al. [15],
17 proteins are included in our intersection set of "7–8
TM" AND "6 classifiers". Among the three proteins not
included in our list, two proteins are predicted to be neg-
atives by SVM-AA.
Conclusion
7TMRmine facilitates the discovery of extremely divergent
7TMR proteins from diverse genomes. By combining pre-
diction results from various classifiers including align-
ment-based and alignment-free classifiers as well as
transmembrane prediction methods in a multi-level filter-
ing process, prioritized sets of 7TMR candidates can be
7TMR protein candidates identified by combination of classifiersFigure 7
7TMR protein candidates identified by combination of classifiers. Venn diagrams show the 7TMR prediction results in 
various combinations of classifiers. "6 classifiers": the number of 7TMR candidates predicted all of LDA, QDA, KNN20, 
SVM_AA, SVM_di, and PLS_ACC (the intersection of the positives by these classifiers). "SAM2+GPCRHMM": the number of 
7TMR candidates predicted by either of SAM2 or GPCRHMM (the union of the positives by these classifiers). "7–8 TM": the 
number of proteins predicted to have 7 or 8TMs by both Phobius and HMMTOP. More Venn diagrams are available on the 
7TMRmine website.
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obtained for further investigation. Furthermore,
7TMRmine can be used as a general transmembrane-pro-
tein classifier. Statistics provided for pre-analyzed 68
genomes revealed interesting differences in evolution of
these protein families among major eukaryotic phyla.
Availability and requirements
7TMRmine is freely available from http://bioin
folab.unl.edu/emlab/7tmr using any current Web
browser.
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No. 
proteins
SAM SAM1 SAM2
GPCRH
MM
SVM_ 
AA
SVM_ 
di
PLS_ 
ACC
LDA QDA LOG KNN5 KNN10 KNN15 KNN20 6class
6class 
+ 
GPCRH
MM
6class + 
GPCRH
MM + 
SAM2
6class & 
(GPCRH
MM + 
SAM2)
[GBCRDB class]
All (excluding Class Z) 9394 87.27 91.95 92.27 94.07 97.92 99.16 99.49 98.56 97.82 97.64 98.64 98.79 98.81 98.79 95.39 99.18 99.76 94.60
A: Rhodopsin like 6039 99.95 99.98 99.98 99.14 99.59 99.95 99.98 99.47 99.24 98.77 99.74 99.72 99.70 99.67 98.97 99.95 100.00 98.97
B: Secretin like 309 98.06 98.71 99.03 96.76 91.26 96.76 88.35 78.64 77.67 77.99 79.29 79.29 80.58 80.58 77.02 97.73 99.35 76.70
C: Metabotropic glutamate 
/ pheromone
206 65.53 78.16 78.64 93.69 84.95 95.63 80.10 69.90 68.45 64.08 81.07 75.73 69.42 68.93 58.25 93.69 97.57 58.25
D: Fungal pheromone 65 18.46 20.00 23.08 90.77 93.85 98.46 100.00 100.00 98.46 98.46 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 93.85 100.00 100.00 86.15
E: cAMP receptors 10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 100.00 80.00 80.00 100.00 80.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 60.00
Ocular albinism proteins 8 75.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Frizzled/smoothened 130 97.69 100.00 100.00 99.23 97.69 100.00 98.46 100.00 97.69 96.92 97.69 99.23 98.46 96.92 96.15 99.23 100.00 96.15
Insect odorant receptors 236 89.83 98.73 99.15 0.00 100.00 100.00 99.15 99.58 99.58 99.58 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.73 98.73 100.00 97.88
Plant Mlo receptors 52 57.69 82.69 84.62 0.00 92.31 100.00 98.08 98.08 98.08 94.23 98.08 100.00 100.00 100.00 90.38 90.38 98.08 76.92
Nematode chemoreceptors 755 18.68 40.26 42.12 93.51 99.34 98.54 98.54 99.60 99.47 99.47 98.94 99.60 99.60 99.60 96.82 98.01 98.81 93.38
Vomeronasal receptors 
(V1R&V3R)
286 56.64 93.01 94.06 98.25 100.00 100.00 98.60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.60 100.00 100.00 97.90
Taste receptors (T2R) 237 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.58 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Putative 1061 74.18 83.88 84.54 87.46 90.39 93.69 95.19 92.84 89.44 90.67 92.65 93.78 93.78 93.69 83.79 96.51 98.77 81.43
Z: Archael/bacterial/ 
fungal opsins (non-GPCR)
110 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 9.09 21.82 91.82 96.36 90.00 96.36 75.45 80.91 90.91 96.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 0.91
[Species]
Homo sapiens 1426 97.55 98.39 98.39 97.55 97.41 98.81 97.69 95.51 93.76 94.67 96.56 96.21 96.14 96.14 93.06 99.02 99.79 92.78
Drosophila melanogaster 314 91.72 93.95 93.95 57.01 93.31 97.45 94.59 89.17 88.54 85.35 94.27 93.95 93.95 92.04 85.03 98.73 99.68 85.03
Table S1. Classifier performance on GPCRDB proteins. % positive identifications by each classifier are summarized for each GPCR class as well as for two organisms (Homo sapiens 
and Drosophila melanogaster). The highest % positives and those lower than 80% are shown in bold italic and in red color, respectively. For Class Z (non-GPCR), the values indicate % 
false positives, with higher than 10% in blue color. The last four columns show the results by using combination of classifiers. '6class' is the intersection of SVM-AA, SVM-di, PLS-ACC, 
LDA, QDA, and KNN20. For other combination classifiers, '+' indicates taking the union and '&' indicates taking the intersection of corresponding classifiers.
Number of transmembrane regions predicted for different GPCR classes. 
Number of 7TM proteinsa 
GPCR Classes Proteins Phobius HMMTOP 
A: Rhodopsin like  6,039 5,072 (27, 168, 637, 135) 5,427 (24, 202, 353, 33) 
B: Secretin like  309 282 (1, 17, 3, 6) 258 (13, 30, 5, 3) 
C: Metabotropic glutamate / pheromone 206 190 (2, 4, 5, 5) 145 (10, 37, 8, 6) 
D: Fungal pheromone 65 51 (0, 1, 3, 10) 51 (0, 5, 8, 1) 
E: cAMP receptors 10 5 (2, 2, 1, 0) 1 (0, 3, 6, 0) 
Ocular albinism proteins 8 8 (0, 0, 0, 0) 6 (0, 0, 2, 0) 
Frizzled/Smoothened 130 113 (3, 9, 5, 0) 86 (4, 32, 7, 1) 
Insect odorant receptors 236 59 (6, 39, 90, 42) 118 (7, 56, 32, 23) 
Plant Mlo receptors 52 48 (0, 1, 2, 1) 30 (16, 4, 2, 0) 
Nematode chemoreceptors 755 627 (15, 38, 43, 32) 617 (14, 66, 32, 26) 
Vomeronasal receptors (V1R & V3R) 286 163 (8, 19, 62, 34) 205 (1, 25, 46, 9) 
Taste receptors T2R 237 216 (0, 11, 10, 0) 228 (0, 4, 5, 0) 
Putative / unclassified 1,061 802 (25, 47, 103, 84) 782 (34, 86, 95, 64) 
Z: Archaeal/bacterial/fungal opsinsb 110 99 (2, 0, 9, 0) 83 (2, 17, 7, 1)
aNumber of proteins predicted to have seven TM-regions by Phobius and HMMTOP. Proteins predicted to have “more
than 8 TM regions”, “8 TM regions”, “6 TM regions”, and “fewer than 6 TM regions” are shown in parentheses.
bClass Z proteins are not GPCRs.
Figure S1. Number of transmembrane regions predicted from GPCRDB proteins. The histogram 
(top) shows the number of transmembrane regions and the N-terminal location (’IN’ or ‘OUT’ of the cell) 
predicted from the entire GPCRDB proteins using two methods, Phobius and HMMTOP. The percentages 
at the top show the proportions of GPCRDB proteins predicted to have the given number of TM regions 
(Phobius/HMMTOP). The table (bottom) summarizes the number of 7TM proteins predicted by the two 
methods from different GPCR classes.
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SeqID 7TMR Gookin Length (aa)
Phobius_
SIG
Phob
ius
Phobius_
Nterm
HMMT
OP
HMMTOP
_Nterm
GPCR
HMM Description
AT1G01070.2 318 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN21 family protein | chr1:38898-40597 REVERSE
AT1G03070.1 247 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | glutamate binding / | chr1:730148-731379 FORWARD
AT1G08350.2 589 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G | Symbols:  | endomembrane protein 70 family protein | chr1:2632967-2635602 REVERSE
AT1G09860.1 383 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP16 | ATPUP16 (Arabidopsis thaliana purine permease 16); purine transmembrane transporter | chr1:3204138-3205289 REVERSE
AT1G10660.1 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO64308.1) | 
chr1:3533010-3534782 FORWARD
AT1G10660.2 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO64308.1) | 
chr1:3533010-3534782 FORWARD
AT1G10660.3 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO64308.1) | 
chr1:3533010-3534782 FORWARD
AT1G10660.4 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO64308.1) | 
chr1:3533010-3534782 FORWARD
AT1G10950.1 589 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G | Symbols:  | endomembrane protein 70, putative | chr1:3659322-3663622 FORWARD
AT1G10980.1 516 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G61670.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO41520.1); contains 
InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr1:3667531-3669821 REVERSE
AT1G11000.1 MLO4 573 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO4, MLO4 | MLO4 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 4); calmodulin binding | chr1:3671935-3675909 REVERSE
AT1G11200.1 295 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G21570.1); similar to hypothetical protein [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAN61223.1); contains 
InterPro domain Protein of unknown function DUF300 (InterPro:IPR005178) | chr1:3753896-3755459 FORWARD
AT1G11310.1 MLO2 573 N 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols: ATMLO2, PMR2, MLO2 | MLO2 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 2); calmodulin binding | chr1:3800899-3803870 REVERSE
AT1G11310.2 MLO2 418 N 6 OUT 7 IN R | Symbols: ATMLO2, PMR2, MLO2 | MLO2 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 2) | chr1:3801546-3803870 REVERSE
AT1G11450.1 260 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN21 family protein | chr1:3854005-3855259 FORWARD
AT1G11450.2 301 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN21 family protein | chr1:3853470-3855259 FORWARD
AT1G12730.2 390 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | cell division cycle protein-related | chr1:4335107-4337607 FORWARD
AT1G12750.1 307 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | rhomboid family protein | chr1:4345098-4346686 REVERSE
AT1G12750.2 307 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | rhomboid family protein | chr1:4345098-4346686 REVERSE
AT1G13560.1 389 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols: AAPT1 | AAPT1 (AMINOALCOHOLPHOSPHOTRANSFERASE 1); phosphatidyltransferase | chr1:4638831-4641688 REVERSE
AT1G13560.2 346 N 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols: AAPT1 | AAPT1 (AMINOALCOHOLPHOSPHOTRANSFERASE 1); phosphatidyltransferase | chr1:4638831-4641560 REVERSE
AT1G14530.1 THH1 293 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | (TOM THREE HOMOLOG); virion binding | chr1:4971415-4973592 REVERSE
AT1G14530.2 293 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | (TOM THREE HOMOLOG); virion binding | chr1:4971415-4973592 REVERSE
AT1G14670.1 592 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G | Symbols:  | endomembrane protein 70, putative | chr1:5037664-5040194 FORWARD
AT1G15110.2 453 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | phosphatidyl serine synthase family protein | chr1:5199589-5201983 FORWARD
AT1G16560.1 342 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | Per1-like family protein | chr1:5668938-5670336 FORWARD
AT1G16560.2 342 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | Per1-like family protein | chr1:5668938-5670336 FORWARD
AT1G16560.3 342 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | Per1-like family protein | chr1:5668938-5670336 FORWARD
AT1G16560.4 287 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | Per1-like family protein | chr1:5669227-5670336 FORWARD
AT1G18180.1 305 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | oxidoreductase, acting on the CH-CH group of donors | chr1:6255896-6257730 FORWARD
AT1G18470.2 423 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein | chr1:6356965-6360050 REVERSE
AT1G25500.3 430 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | choline transporter-related | chr1:8955424-8957281 REVERSE
AT1G26700.1 MLO14 554 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO14, MLO14 | MLO14 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 14); calmodulin binding | chr1:9228287-9232224 FORWARD
AT1G34500.1 341 N 8 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | membrane bound O-acyl transferase (MBOAT) family protein / wax synthase-related | chr1:12611616-12612641 FORWARD
AT1G42560.1 MLO9 460 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: MLO9, ATMLO9 | ATMLO9/MLO9 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 9); calmodulin binding | chr1:15982649-15985768 REVERSE
AT1G47603.1 393 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP19 | ATPUP19 (Arabidopsis thaliana purine permease 19) | chr1:17499279-17500550 REVERSE
AT1G48270.1 GCR1 GCR1 326 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols: GCR1 | GCR1 (G-PROTEIN-COUPLED RECEPTOR 1) | chr1:17831982-17833882 REVERSE
AT1G55130.1 637 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G | Symbols:  | endomembrane protein 70, putative | chr1:20573321-20575933 FORWARD
AT1G57680.1 Cand1 362 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO46875.1); contains InterPro domain Uncharacterised conserved protein UCP031277 
(InterPro:IPR016971) | chr1:21366414-21367502 REVERSE
AT1G57680.2 362 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO46875.1); contains InterPro domain Uncharacterised conserved protein UCP031277 
(InterPro:IPR016971) | chr1:21366414-21367502 REVERSE
AT1G57980.1 394 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols:  | purine permease-related | chr1:21443109-21444397 REVERSE
AT1G61560.1 MLO6 583 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R | Symbols: ATMLO6, MLO6 | MLO6 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 6); calmodulin binding | chr1:22712540-22715697 REVERSE
Table S2. 7TMR candidate proteins identified from the Arabidopsis thaliana genome. 189 proteins (or 162 proteins excluding predicted alternative splice forms) were obtained by combining the results of 
eight classifiers and two TM prediction methods. 156 proteins (listed with yellow background) were identified by taking the intersection of positives predicted by "6 classifiers" and "7-8 TM". Another 33 proteins  
(listed with white background) were identified by taking the intersection of positives predicted by "SAM2+GPCRHMM" and "5-10 TM". Proteins represented with more than one alternative transcripts are shown with 
italics.
"Phobius_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by Phobius (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
"HMMTOP": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by HMMTOP.
"HMMTOP_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by HMMTOP (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
"GPCRHMM": GPCR prediction by GPCRHMM (G: GPCR, N: non-GPCR).
"7TMR": Names of known 7TMR proteins.
"Gookin": Names of the 16 high-ranking GPCR proteins identified by Gookin et al. (2008).
"Phobius_SIG": Signal peptide prediction by Phobius (Y: yes, N: no).
"Phobius": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by Phobius.
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AT1G62430.1 421 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols: ATCDS1 | ATCDS1 (CDP-diacylglycerol synthase 1); phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase | chr1:23109939-23112588 REVERSE
AT1G66770.1 261 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr1:24910114-24910899 REVERSE
AT1G67570.1 456 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G50630.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO46672.1) | 
chr1:25328981-25330601 FORWARD
AT1G68820.1 468 Y 7 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols:  | membrane protein, putative | chr1:25869515-25872463 FORWARD
AT1G69430.1 350 N 7 IN 6 IN G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G26650.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO68474.1) | 
chr1:26101688-26102740 FORWARD
AT1G72590.1 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | 3-oxo-5-alpha-steroid 4-dehydrogenase family protein / steroid 5-alpha-reductase family protein | chr1:27339263-27340651 FORWARD
AT1G73650.2 291 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | oxidoreductase, acting on the CH-CH group of donors | chr1:27692210-27693826 REVERSE
AT1G75000.1 281 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | GNS1/SUR4 membrane family protein | chr1:28167311-28168247 FORWARD
AT1G75470.1 381 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP15 | ATPUP15 (Arabidopsis thaliana purine permease 15); purine transmembrane transporter | chr1:28333733-28334961 FORWARD
AT1G77860.1 351 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: KOM | KOM (KOMPEITO) | chr1:29287537-29289352 REVERSE
AT2G01070.1 496 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G72480.1); similar to Os11g0546100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] 
(GB:NP_001068063.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO24763.1); similar to hypothetical protein OsJ_032883 [Oryza sativa (japonica 
cultivar-group)] (GB:EAZ18674.1); contains InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr2:75596-77625 FORWARD
AT2G01070.2 452 Y 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G72480.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO24763.1); contains 
InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr2:75596-77300 FORWARD
AT2G01970.1 592 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G | Symbols:  | endomembrane protein 70, putative | chr2:452196-454818 REVERSE
AT2G02180.1 TOM3 303 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: TOM3 | TOM3 (tobamovirus multiplication protein 3) | chr2:560975-562960 FORWARD
AT2G03120.1 344 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | signal peptide peptidase family protein | chr2:937551-940080 FORWARD
AT2G13650.2 284 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols: GONST1 | GONST1 (GOLGI NUCLEOTIDE SUGAR TRANSPORTER 1) | chr2:5695067-5697385 REVERSE
AT2G16530.1 343 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | 3-oxo-5-alpha-steroid 4-dehydrogenase family protein / steroid 5-alpha-reductase family protein | chr2:7170358-7172146 REVERSE
AT2G16530.2 342 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | 3-oxo-5-alpha-steroid 4-dehydrogenase family protein / steroid 5-alpha-reductase family protein | chr2:7170358-7172146 REVERSE
AT2G17430.1 MLO7 542 Y 7 OUT 10 IN R | Symbols: ATMLO7, MLO7 | ATMLO7/MLO7 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 7); calmodulin binding | chr2:7575100-7577840 FORWARD
AT2G17480.1 MLO8 593 Y 7 OUT 10 IN R | Symbols: ATMLO8, MLO8 | MLO8 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 8); calmodulin binding | chr2:7597641-7600850 REVERSE
AT2G20650.1 559 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein | chr2:8911035-8914098 REVERSE
AT2G20650.2 559 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | zinc finger (C3HC4-type RING finger) family protein | chr2:8911035-8914098 REVERSE
AT2G21080.1 414 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to extracellular ligand-gated ion channel [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G20300.1); similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] 
(TAIR:AT1G50630.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO43972.1) | chr2:9050788-9052194 FORWARD
AT2G24150.1 HHP3 344 N 7 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols: HHP3 | HHP3 (heptahelical protein 3); receptor | chr2:10272712-10274425 REVERSE
AT2G25540.1 1065 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R | Symbols: CESA10 | CESA10 (CELLULOSE SYNTHASE 10); transferase, transferring glycosyl groups | chr2:10874148-10879155 REVERSE
AT2G29050.1 389 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: ATRBL1 | ATRBL1 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA RHOMBOID-LIKE 1) | chr2:12485322-12487198 FORWARD
AT2G29050.2 346 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: ATRBL1 | ATRBL1 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA RHOMBOID-LIKE 1) | chr2:12485322-12486730 FORWARD
AT2G29650.2 398 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | inorganic phosphate transporter, putative | chr2:12681336-12683080 REVERSE
AT2G31440.1 250 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | protein binding | chr2:13406386-13408048 REVERSE
AT2G32540.1 755 N 8 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols: CSLB04, ATCSLB4, ATCSLB04 | ATCSLB04 (Cellulose synthase-like B4); transferase/ transferase, transferring glycosyl groups | chr2:13821763-13825366 
FORWARD
AT2G32620.1 757 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols: CSLB02, ATCSLB2, ATCSLB02 | ATCSLB02 (Cellulose synthase-like B2); transferase/ transferase, transferring glycosyl groups | chr2:13847821-13851401 
FORWARD
AT2G33670.1 MLO5 501 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO5, MLO5 | MLO5 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 5); calmodulin binding | chr2:14252214-14254955 FORWARD
AT2G34980.1 303 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols: SETH1 | SETH1; transferase | chr2:14756046-14756957 FORWARD
AT2G36305.1 311 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | prenyl-dependent CAAX protease | chr2:15221686-15223528 FORWARD
AT2G39060.1 258 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr2:16313896-16315284 REVERSE
AT2G39200.1 MLO12 576 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R | Symbols: ATMLO12, MLO12 | MLO12 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 12); calmodulin binding | chr2:16363333-16366875 REVERSE
AT2G41050.1 376 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | PQ-loop repeat family protein / transmembrane family protein | chr2:17130466-17132700 REVERSE
AT2G41610.1 310 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO24352.1) | chr2:17354259-17355191 FORWARD
AT2G41705.1 461 N 9 IN 9 IN G | Symbols:  | camphor resistance CrcB family protein | chr2:17405161-17406988 FORWARD
AT2G43070.1 540 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G | Symbols:  | protease-associated (PA) domain-containing protein | chr2:17918310-17921853 REVERSE
AT2G44110.1 MLO15 496 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO15, MLO15 | MLO15 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 15); calmodulin binding | chr2:18252565-18255392 REVERSE
AT2G44110.2 MLO15 497 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO15, MLO15 | MLO15 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 15); calmodulin binding | chr2:18252565-18255392 REVERSE
AT2G46060.1 807 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | transmembrane protein-related | chr2:18948428-18952073 REVERSE
AT2G46890.1 322 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | oxidoreductase, acting on the CH-CH group of donors | chr2:19273948-19275203 REVERSE
AT2G47115.1 300 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.3); similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.1); similar 
to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.4); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO40183.1) | chr2:19352446-19353934 
REVERSE
AT2G47760.3 380 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | ALG3 family protein | chr2:19573003-19575291 REVERSE
AT3G01550.1 383 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | triose phosphate/phosphate translocator, putative | chr3:216954-218863 REVERSE
AT3G05010.1 Cand2 300 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | transmembrane protein, putative | chr3:1389609-1391468 FORWARD
AT3G05940.1 Cand10 422 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G26740.3); similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G26740.1); similar 
to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G26740.2); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK95399.1); contains InterPro domain Protein of 
unknown function DUF300 (InterPro:IPR005178) | chr3:1777598-1779654 REVERSE
AT3G06460.1 298 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | GNS1/SUR4 membrane family protein | chr3:1982687-1983583 FORWARD
AT3G06470.1 278 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | GNS1/SUR4 membrane family protein | chr3:1984212-1985048 FORWARD
AT3G09570.1 439 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G18520.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO18079.1); contains 
InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr3:2940529-2941848 FORWARD
AT3G10980.1 557 N 6 IN 6 IN G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G05350.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO41459.1); contains 
InterPro domain Protein of unknown function Cys-rich (InterPro:IPR006461) | chr3:3438815-3440507 FORWARD
AT3G14770.1 236 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr3:4957794-4959209 REVERSE
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AT3G16690.1 230 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr3:5684569-5686431 REVERSE
AT3G21580.2 384 N 7 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | cobalt ion transmembrane transporter | chr3:7602015-7603727 REVERSE
AT3G25805.1 335 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO42121.1) | chr3:9427591-9429406 REVERSE
AT3G26090.1 AtRGS1 AtRGS1 459 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATRGS1, RGS1 | RGS1 (REGULATOR OF G-PROTEIN SIGNALING 1) | chr3:9534120-9536647 FORWARD
AT3G27770.1 315 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO14740.1) | 
chr3:10287055-10288711 REVERSE
AT3G27770.2 272 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G62960.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO14740.1) | 
chr3:10287055-10288698 REVERSE
AT3G28007.1 251 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr3:10409480-10410870 REVERSE
AT3G45290.1 MLO3 508 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO3, MLO3 | MLO3 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 3); calmodulin binding | chr3:16628571-16632337 FORWARD
AT3G48740.1 289 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr3:18063799-18065648 REVERSE
AT3G49840.1 457 N 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols:  | proline-rich family protein | chr3:18495536-18497672 FORWARD
AT3G53780.2 394 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | rhomboid family protein | chr3:19935707-19937626 REVERSE
AT3G54730.1 387 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to ATOFP9/OFP9 (Arabidopsis thaliana ovate family protein 9) [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G04030.1) | chr3:20270237-20271400 FORWARD
AT3G59090.1 Cand3 367 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to TOM1 (TOBAMOVIRUS MULTIPLICATION 1) [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G21790.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] 
(GB:CAO66926.1) | chr3:21850311-21853325 FORWARD
AT3G59090.2 Cand4 373 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to TOM1 (TOBAMOVIRUS MULTIPLICATION 1) [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G21790.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] 
(GB:CAO66926.1) | chr3:21850311-21853426 FORWARD
AT3G59090.3 Cand5 361 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to TOM1 (TOBAMOVIRUS MULTIPLICATION 1) [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G21790.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] 
(GB:CAO66926.1) | chr3:21850357-21853325 FORWARD
AT3G60590.3 404 N 7 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G48460.1); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa x Populus deltoides] (GB:ABK96523.1) 
| chr3:22409203-22410728 FORWARD
AT3G63310.1 239 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | glutamate binding / | chr3:23398913-23399857 REVERSE
AT4G01320.1 424 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: STE24, ATSTE24 | ATSTE24 | chr4:545905-549002 FORWARD
AT4G01430.2 252 N 7 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN21 family protein | chr4:585707-587691 FORWARD
AT4G02600.1 MLO1 526 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R | Symbols: MLO1, ATMLO1 | ATMLO1/MLO1 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 1); calmodulin binding | chr4:1144141-1147156 FORWARD
AT4G02600.2 MLO1 526 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R | Symbols: MLO1, ATMLO1 | ATMLO1/MLO1 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 1); calmodulin binding | chr4:1144141-1147156 FORWARD
AT4G02690.1 248 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | glutamate binding / | chr4:1186023-1187534 FORWARD
AT4G03820.2 453 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT4G22270.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO23242.1) | 
chr4:1772161-1774378 REVERSE
AT4G08290.2 282 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN21 family protein | chr4:5239085-5240395 FORWARD
AT4G08700.1 361 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP13 | ATPUP13 (Arabidopsis thaliana purine permease 13); purine transmembrane transporter | chr4:5565995-5567283 REVERSE
AT4G10850.1 258 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr4:6675064-6676714 FORWARD
AT4G13345.1 394 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G | Symbols: MEE55 | MEE55 (maternal effect embryo arrest 55) | chr4:7767288-7769422 FORWARD
AT4G13345.2 394 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G | Symbols: MEE55 | MEE55 (maternal effect embryo arrest 55) | chr4:7767288-7769422 FORWARD
AT4G14730.1 235 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | transmembrane protein-related | chr4:8448602-8449996 FORWARD
AT4G15290.1 757 N 7 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols: CSLB05, ATCSLB5, ATCSLB05 | ATCSLB05 (Cellulose synthase-like B5); transferase/ transferase, transferring glycosyl groups | chr4:8721693-8726599 
REVERSE
AT4G15470.1 256 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | Identical to Protein FBL4 (FBL4) [Arabidopsis Thaliana] (GB:Q94A20;GB:O23399;GB:Q940C4); similar to glutamate binding / [Arabidopsis thaliana] 
(TAIR:AT1G03070.1); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK94990.1); contains InterPro domain Protein of unknown function UPF0005 
(InterPro:IPR006214) | chr4:8843659-8845503 FORWARD
AT4G15920.1 241 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr4:9030756-9033357 REVERSE
AT4G17250.1 416 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G47580.1); similar to hypothetical protein 40.t00008 [Brassica oleracea] (GB:ABD65133.1) 
| chr4:9671116-9672366 FORWARD
AT4G17580.1 247 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | Bax inhibitor-1 family protein / BI-1 family protein | chr4:9789802-9791158 REVERSE
AT4G18195.1 394 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP8, AT4G18200 | AT4G18200/ATPUP8 (Arabidopsis thaliana purine permease 8); purine transmembrane transporter | chr4:10069729-10070985 
FORWARD
AT4G18197.1 390 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: ATPUP7, AT4G18200, PEX17 | AT4G18200/ATPUP7/PEX17 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA PURINE PERMEASE 7); purine transmembrane transporter | 
chr4:10071786-10073040 FORWARD
AT4G18205.1 377 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols: AT4G18200 | AT4G18200 | chr4:10073861-10075076 FORWARD
AT4G18220.1 344 N 9 OUT 9 OUT G | Symbols:  | purine permease family protein | chr4:10078779-10080120 FORWARD
AT4G20100.1 288 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | PQ-loop repeat family protein / transmembrane family protein | chr4:10874009-10874875 REVERSE
AT4G21790.1 TOM1 291 N 8 IN 7 OUT G | Symbols: TOM1 | TOM1 (TOBAMOVIRUS MULTIPLICATION 1) | chr4:11569936-11572175 FORWARD
AT4G22340.1 423 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase, putative / CDP-diglyceride synthetase, putative | chr4:11800162-11802561 REVERSE
AT4G22340.3 447 N 7 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase, putative / CDP-diglyceride synthetase, putative | chr4:11800162-11802633 REVERSE
AT4G23070.1 313 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | rhomboid family protein | chr4:12090701-12092088 REVERSE
AT4G24250.1 MLO13 478 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO13, MLO13 | MLO13 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 13); calmodulin binding | chr4:12575018-12577527 REVERSE
AT4G25010.1 281 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr4:12854640-12856361 REVERSE
AT4G25750.1 577 N 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols:  | ABC transporter family protein | chr4:13110636-13112369 REVERSE
AT4G26770.1 471 N 8 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase, putative / CDP-diglyceride synthetase, putative | chr4:13482586-13484703 FORWARD
AT4G28370.1 562 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | zinc ion binding | chr4:14035022-14039128 FORWARD
AT4G30850.1 HHP2 HHP2 358 N 8 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols: HHP2 | HHP2 (HEPTAHELICAL TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEIN2) | chr4:15020546-15022284 REVERSE
AT4G30850.2 HHP2 358 N 8 OUT 7 IN N | Symbols: HHP2 | HHP2 (HEPTAHELICAL TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEIN2) | chr4:15020546-15022284 REVERSE
AT4G32650.2 597 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: KAT3, ATKC1 | ATKC1 (ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA K+ RECTIFYING CHANNEL 1); cyclic nucleotide binding / inward rectifier potassium channel | 
chr4:15751533-15754802 REVERSE
AT4G36830.1 289 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | GNS1/SUR4 membrane family protein | chr4:17349515-17350384 FORWARD
AT4G36850.1 374 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | PQ-loop repeat family protein / transmembrane family protein | chr4:17353418-17355824 REVERSE
AT4G37680.1 HHP4 385 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: HHP4 | HHP4 (heptahelical protein 4); receptor | chr4:17701225-17702562 FORWARD
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AT5G01240.2 408 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G | Symbols:  | amino acid permease, putative | chr5:98662-101492 FORWARD
AT5G02630.1 Cand6 428 Y 7 OUT 8 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G18520.1); similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G09570.1); similar 
to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO18079.1); contains InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr5:591796-
593082 FORWARD
AT5G05350.1 526 N 7 OUT 6 IN G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G10980.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO41459.1); contains 
InterPro domain Protein of unknown function Cys-rich (InterPro:IPR006461) | chr5:1585758-1587338 FORWARD
AT5G07250.1 346 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | rhomboid family protein | chr5:2274438-2275936 REVERSE
AT5G07630.1 401 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | nuclear division RFT family protein | chr5:2412033-2414524 FORWARD
AT5G08090.1 322 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | unknown protein | chr5:2591712-2592900 FORWARD
AT5G11870.1 262 N 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to SAG18 (SENESCENCE ASSOCIATED GENE 18) [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G71190.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] 
(GB:CAO43822.1) | chr5:3825721-3827242 FORWARD
AT5G11960.1 344 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to hypothetical protein [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAN81798.1); contains InterPro domain Protein of unknown function DUF6, transmembrane; 
(InterPro:IPR000620) | chr5:3858853-3861463 REVERSE
AT5G13170.1 292 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr5:4181334-4183174 REVERSE
AT5G15240.2 313 N 7 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | amino acid transporter family protein | chr5:4947765-4950214 FORWARD
AT5G18520.1 Cand7 440 Y 7 OUT 8 IN G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G09570.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO18079.1); contains 
InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr5:6145029-6146351 FORWARD
AT5G19870.1 276 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G55230.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO63741.1); contains 
InterPro domain Protein of unknown function DUF716 (InterPro:IPR006904) | chr5:6716184-6717014 REVERSE
AT5G20270.1 HHP1 332 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: HHP1 | HHP1 (HEPTAHELICAL TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEIN1) | chr5:6841027-6842658 REVERSE
AT5G23660.1 285 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: MTN3 | MTN3 (ARABIDOPSIS HOMOLOG OF MEDICAGO TRUNCATULA MTN3) | chr5:7971939-7973799 REVERSE
AT5G23990.1 657 N 8 IN 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATFRO5, FRO5 | ATFRO5/FRO5 (FERRIC REDUCTION OXIDASE 5); ferric-chelate reductase | chr5:8105568-8108593 REVERSE
AT5G26740.1 Cand9 422 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G05940.1); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK95399.1); contains InterPro 
domain Protein of unknown function DUF300 (InterPro:IPR005178) | chr5:9292439-9294410 FORWARD
AT5G26740.2 422 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G05940.1); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK95399.1); contains InterPro 
domain Protein of unknown function DUF300 (InterPro:IPR005178) | chr5:9292439-9294410 FORWARD
AT5G26740.3 422 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G05940.1); similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK95399.1); contains InterPro 
domain Protein of unknown function DUF300 (InterPro:IPR005178) | chr5:9292439-9294410 FORWARD
AT5G27210.1 Cand8 297 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to transmembrane protein, putative [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G05010.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] 
(GB:CAO15118.1) | chr5:9572336-9574078 REVERSE
AT5G33320.1 408 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: PPT, ARAPPT, CUE1 | CUE1 (CAB UNDEREXPRESSED 1); antiporter/ triose-phosphate transmembrane transporter | chr5:12606180-12608638 FORWARD
AT5G35460.1 381 N 8 IN 8 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown [Populus trichocarpa] (GB:ABK95300.1); contains domain Acetyl-CoA synthetase-like (SSF56801) | chr5:13689828-13691776 
FORWARD
AT5G37310.1 593 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G | Symbols:  | transporter | chr5:14790066-14793323 REVERSE
AT5G42090.1 439 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT3G09570.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO62906.1); contains 
InterPro domain Transmembrane receptor, eukaryota; (InterPro:IPR009637) | chr5:16844058-16845377 FORWARD
AT5G45105.1 315 Y 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols: ZIP8 | ZIP8 (ZINC TRANSPORTER 8 PRECURSOR); cation transmembrane transporter | chr5:18240680-18242173 REVERSE
AT5G47900.2 359 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT5G27730.1); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO68737.1) | 
chr5:19409634-19411387 FORWARD
AT5G50375.1 280 N 7 IN 7 IN N | Symbols: CPI1 | CPI1 (CYCLOPROPYL ISOMERASE) | chr5:20529082-20531157 FORWARD
AT5G50790.1 289 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr5:20673687-20675053 REVERSE
AT5G50800.1 294 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr5:20682506-20684366 REVERSE
AT5G53190.1 263 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | nodulin MtN3 family protein | chr5:21589643-21591510 REVERSE
AT5G53760.1 MLO11 573 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO11, MLO11 | MLO11 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 11); calmodulin binding | chr5:21840281-21843515 FORWARD
AT5G53760.2 MLO11 573 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATMLO11, MLO11 | MLO11 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 11); calmodulin binding | chr5:21840281-21843515 FORWARD
AT5G55370.1 343 N 8 IN 8 OUT N | Symbols:  | long-chain-alcohol O-fatty-acyltransferase family protein / wax synthase family protein | chr5:22462311-22463342 REVERSE
AT5G57100.1 390 N 10 IN 10 IN G | Symbols:  | transporter-related | chr5:23123789-23125666 REVERSE
AT5G59500.1 396 N 8 IN 7 IN N | Symbols:  | protein-S-isoprenylcysteine O-methyltransferase | chr5:24003250-24004440 FORWARD
AT5G62850.1 240 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols: ATVEX1 | ATVEX1 (VEGETATIVE CELL EXPRESSED1) | chr5:25247430-25248753 REVERSE
AT5G62960.1 347 N 7 OUT 7 OUT N | Symbols:  | similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.3); similar to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.1); similar 
to unknown protein [Arabidopsis thaliana] (TAIR:AT1G10660.4); similar to unnamed protein product [Vitis vinifera] (GB:CAO64308.1) | chr5:25286670-25288759 
FORWARD
AT5G65000.2 260 Y 7 OUT 8 IN N | Symbols:  | nucleotide-sugar transporter family protein | chr5:25982722-25984533 REVERSE
AT5G65970.1 MLO10 569 Y 7 OUT 9 OUT R | Symbols: ATMLO10, MLO10 | MLO10 (MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS O 10); calmodulin binding | chr5:26404735-26407633 REVERSE
ATCG01040.1 328 N 8 OUT 8 OUT N | Symbols: YCF5 | hypothetical protein | chrC:114461-115447 FORWARD
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"Gookin": Names of the 8 high-ranking GPCR proteins identified by Gookin et al. (2008).
"Phobius_SIG": Signal peptide prediction by Phobius (Y: yes, N: no).
"Phobius": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by Phobius.
"Phobius_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by Phobius (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
"HMMTOP": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by HMMTOP.
"HMMTOP_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by HMMTOP (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
"GPCRHMM": GPCR prediction by GPCRHMM (G: GPCR, N: non-GPCR).
SeqID Gookin Length (aa)
Phobius
_SIG
Phobius
Phobius
_Nterm
HMMTOP
HMMTOP
_Nterm
GPCRHMM Description
gi|115434780|ref|NP_001042148.1| 385 N 8 IN 7 IN R Os01g0171800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115434858|ref|NP_001042187.1| 371 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os01g0177900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115437336|ref|NP_001043270.1| 243 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os01g0541800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115437960|ref|NP_001043423.1| 371 N 8 IN 8 IN R Os01g0585100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115438366|ref|NP_001043522.1| 254 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os01g0605700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115439407|ref|NP_001043983.1| 230 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os01g0700100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115439957|ref|NP_001044258.1| Os01g54784.1 361 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G Os01g0751300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115440045|ref|NP_001044302.1| 425 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R Os01g0758400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115440907|ref|NP_001044733.1| Os01g61970.1 449 Y 7 OUT 9 OUT G Os01g0836800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115441485|ref|NP_001045022.1| Os01g66190.1 397 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G Os01g0885200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115441521|ref|NP_001045040.1| 502 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os01g0888600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115442393|ref|NP_001045476.1| 294 Y 7 OUT 7 IN R Os01g0962200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115443813|ref|NP_001045686.1| 343 N 7 OUT 8 IN R Os02g0117400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115444011|ref|NP_001045785.1| 362 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os02g0130600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115444835|ref|NP_001046197.1| 386 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os02g0197200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115445495|ref|NP_001046527.1| 249 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os02g0272600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115446237|ref|NP_001046898.1| 268 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os02g0498300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115446649|ref|NP_001047104.1| 590 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os02g0552000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115446783|ref|NP_001047171.1| 449 N 7 IN 8 IN R Os02g0566400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115446853|ref|NP_001047206.1| 393 N 8 IN 7 OUT R Os02g0574500 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115447373|ref|NP_001047466.1| 296 N 7 OUT 8 IN R Os02g0622200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115449063|ref|NP_001048311.1| 428 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os02g0781600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115449169|ref|NP_001048364.1| 414 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os02g0792900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115450317|ref|NP_001048759.1| 325 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os03g0116400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115450373|ref|NP_001048787.1| 281 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os03g0120300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115450489|ref|NP_001048845.1| 555 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R Os03g0129100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115451741|ref|NP_001049471.1| 403 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os03g0232900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115451783|ref|NP_001049492.1| 595 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os03g0237000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115452861|ref|NP_001050031.1| 494 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os03g0334800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115454871|ref|NP_001051036.1| 291 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R Os03g0708400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115455557|ref|NP_001051379.1| 262 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os03g0766000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115455961|ref|NP_001051581.1| 393 N 8 IN 8 IN R Os03g0800000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115458580|ref|NP_001052890.1| Os04g36630.1 421 Y 7 OUT 8 IN G Os04g0443700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115458586|ref|NP_001052893.1| 476 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os04g0444400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115458802|ref|NP_001053001.1| 340 Y 7 OUT 7 IN R Os04g0462300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
Table S3. 7TMR candidate proteins identified from the Oryza sativa genome.  84 proteins were obtained by combining the results of eight classifiers and two TM 
prediction methods. 64 proteins (listed with yellow background) were identified by taking the intersection of positives predicted by "6 classifiers" and "7-8 TM". Another 
20 proteins (listed with white background) were identified taking the intersection of positives predicted by "SAM2+GPCRHMM" and "5-10 TM". 
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gi|115459130|ref|NP_001053165.1| 293 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os04g0490600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115460324|ref|NP_001053762.1| 404 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os04g0600800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115462691|ref|NP_001054945.1| 349 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os05g0220100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115463787|ref|NP_001055493.1| 264 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os05g0402300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115464335|ref|NP_001055767.1| 458 Y 7 OUT 8 IN G Os05g0462500 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115464347|ref|NP_001055773.1| 275 N 8 IN 8 OUT G Os05g0463700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115464459|ref|NP_001055829.1| Os05g39730.1 554 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G Os05g0474900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115465994|ref|NP_001056596.1| 388 N 8 OUT 7 IN R Os06g0112800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115466198|ref|NP_001056698.1| Os06g04130.1 454 Y 7 OUT 9 OUT G Os06g0132100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115466482|ref|NP_001056840.1| 281 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os06g0153200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115466940|ref|NP_001057069.1| Os06g09930.1 321 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G Os06g0199800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115466978|ref|NP_001057088.1| 305 N 6 OUT 6 IN G Os06g0204400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115468130|ref|NP_001057664.1| 528 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R Os06g0486300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115468562|ref|NP_001057880.1| 416 N 8 IN 8 IN R Os06g0563900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115468604|ref|NP_001057901.1| 380 N 9 OUT 9 OUT G Os06g0568000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115469082|ref|NP_001058140.1| 452 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os06g0635200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115469246|ref|NP_001058222.1| 645 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os06g0650600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115470169|ref|NP_001058683.1| Os07g01250.1 286 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os07g0102400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115470855|ref|NP_001059026.1| 244 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os07g0177300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115471777|ref|NP_001059487.1| 1093 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R Os07g0424400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115472177|ref|NP_001059687.1| 380 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os07g0493400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115472297|ref|NP_001059747.1| 434 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R Os07g0509200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115472429|ref|NP_001059813.1| 497 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os07g0522500 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115473837|ref|NP_001060517.1| 393 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os07g0658100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115474401|ref|NP_001060797.1| 350 N 7 OUT 8 IN R Os08g0107400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115474625|ref|NP_001060909.1| 483 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os08g0128200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115474915|ref|NP_001061054.1| 314 N 8 IN 8 IN G Os08g0162000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115477619|ref|NP_001062405.1| 475 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os08g0544400 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115477743|ref|NP_001062467.1| 646 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os08g0554900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115477747|ref|NP_001062469.1| 590 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os08g0555200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115479367|ref|NP_001063277.1| 532 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os09g0439700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115480625|ref|NP_001063906.1| 646 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os09g0557800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115480711|ref|NP_001063949.1| 332 Y 7 OUT 7 IN R Os09g0565600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115480894|ref|NP_001064040.1| 585 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G Os10g0112600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115481414|ref|NP_001064300.1| 316 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os10g0200700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115482244|ref|NP_001064715.1| 859 Y 7 OUT 7 IN R Os10g0446200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115483024|ref|NP_001065105.1| 347 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os10g0524100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115483162|ref|NP_001065174.1| 294 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R Os10g0537500 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115483192|ref|NP_001065189.1| 537 N 5 OUT 6 IN R Os10g0541000 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115483817|ref|NP_001065570.1| 322 N 7 IN 8 IN R Os11g0112900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115484053|ref|NP_001065688.1| 278 N 7 OUT 7 IN R Os11g0136300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115484301|ref|NP_001065812.1| 358 N 8 IN 7 OUT R Os11g0159500 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115484333|ref|NP_001065828.1| 529 N 8 IN 7 IN R Os11g0162300 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115484335|ref|NP_001065829.1| 337 N 8 IN 8 IN R Os11g0162900 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115484471|ref|NP_001065897.1| 593 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G Os11g0181100 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115486807|ref|NP_001068547.1| 374 N 7 IN 7 IN R Os11g0704800 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115487610|ref|NP_001066292.1| 598 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G Os12g0175700 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115488580|ref|NP_001066777.1| 458 N 8 IN 8 IN R Os12g0484600 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
gi|115488760|ref|NP_001066867.1| 418 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R Os12g0511200 [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
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SeqID Gookin Length (aa)
Phobius_
SIG
Phobius
Phobius_
Nterm
HMMTOP
HMMTOP_
Nterm
GPCRHMM
jgi|Poptr1_1|172604|gw1.I.1204.1 324 N 8 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|173974|gw1.I.2574.1 709 N 7 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|177980|gw1.I.6580.1 282 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|177987|gw1.I.6587.1 271 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|179233|gw1.I.7833.1 217 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|197868|gw1.IV.2957.1 434 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|202620|gw1.IX.3085.1 566 N 7 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|205267|gw1.V.668.1 205267 344 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|206779|gw1.V.2180.1 500 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|206792|gw1.V.2193.1 437 N 7 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|208168|gw1.V.3569.1 519 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|215806|gw1.VII.111.1 378 N 7 IN 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|216224|gw1.VII.529.1 516 N 8 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|216767|gw1.VII.1072.1 414 N 8 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|218443|gw1.VII.2748.1 531 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|219003|gw1.VII.3308.1 371 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|225580|gw1.X.277.1 248 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|226271|gw1.X.968.1 327 N 5 OUT 6 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|227902|gw1.X.2599.1 486 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|230624|gw1.X.5321.1 332 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|233369|gw1.XI.1349.1 262 N 8 IN 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|235962|gw1.XI.3942.1 556 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|241510|gw1.XIII.1759.1 241510 436 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|242087|gw1.XIII.2336.1 476 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|251548|gw1.XV.984.1 283 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|252572|gw1.XV.2008.1 404 N 7 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|252617|gw1.XV.2053.1 277 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|252864|gw1.XV.2300.1 205 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
"HMMTOP": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by HMMTOP.
"HMMTOP_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by HMMTOP (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
"GPCRHMM": GPCR prediction by GPCRHMM (G: GPCR, N: non-GPCR).
Table S4. 7TMR candidate proteins identified from the Populus trichocarpa genome.  153 proteins were obtained by combining the results of eight 
classifiers and two TM prediction methods. 125 proteins (listed with yellow background) were identified by taking the intersection of positives predicted by "6 
classifiers" and "7-8 TM". Another 28 proteins (listed with white background) were identified taking the intersection of positives predicted by 
"SAM2+GPCRHMM" and "5-10 TM". 
"Gookin": Names of the 17 high-ranking GPCR proteins identified by Gookin et al. (2008).
"Phobius_SIG": Signal peptide prediction by Phobius (Y: yes, N: no).
"Phobius": Number of transmembrane regions predicted by Phobius.
"Phobius_Nterm": Location of N-terminus predicted by Phobius (IN: intracellular, OUT: extracellular).
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jgi|Poptr1_1|254201|gw1.XVI.140.1 468 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|254437|gw1.XVI.376.1 254437 455 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|256636|gw1.XVI.2575.1 256636 424 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|256812|gw1.XVI.2751.1 474 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|258330|gw1.XVII.321.1 276 N 8 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|259524|gw1.XVIII.65.1 304 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|262559|gw1.XVIII.3100.1 334 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|263939|gw1.11155.4.1 362 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|265277|gw1.12017.3.1 268 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|265459|gw1.121.129.1 330 N 8 IN 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|267303|gw1.12729.1.1 259 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|267622|gw1.12918.1.1 259 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|268014|gw1.131.16.1 419 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|269409|gw1.13532.4.1 316 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|269792|gw1.13731.1.1 259 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|269877|gw1.13864.5.1 318 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|271644|gw1.147.212.1 409 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|272233|gw1.150.48.1 433 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|272274|gw1.150.89.1 272274 397 N 7 OUT 8 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|272750|gw1.152.219.1 284 N 7 IN 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|275359|gw1.1708.2.1 288 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|276782|gw1.187.17.1 430 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|277455|gw1.197.4.1 217 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|279432|gw1.2197.2.1 279432 358 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|286694|gw1.40.454.1 277 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|288106|gw1.41.591.1 351 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|289338|gw1.44.551.1 588 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|290602|gw1.5147.2.1 304 N 8 IN 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|294952|gw1.70.405.1 294952 281 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|408817|gw1.II.152.1 501 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|412008|gw1.II.3343.1 453 N 7 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|414129|gw1.III.1232.1 598 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|414177|gw1.III.1280.1 254 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|414178|gw1.III.1281.1 264 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|414904|gw1.III.2007.1 223 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|417284|gw1.VI.1657.1 358 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|417676|gw1.VI.2049.1 386 Y 8 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|419541|gw1.VIII.969.1 533 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|421484|gw1.VIII.2912.1 553 N 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|421765|gw1.XII.225.1 220 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|423394|gw1.XII.1854.1 321 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|551452|eugene3.00020767 282 N 8 IN 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|552585|eugene3.00021900 320 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
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jgi|Poptr1_1|554569|eugene3.00031202 554569 436 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|555239|eugene3.00031872 312 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|555701|eugene3.00040414 547 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|558261|eugene3.00091521 620 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|559596|eugene3.00051211 239 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|561026|eugene3.00060985 377 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|561523|eugene3.00061482 561523 439 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|561994|eugene3.00061953 642 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|562471|eugene3.00070409 334 N 6 IN 6 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|562902|eugene3.00070840 546 N 5 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|564874|eugene3.00081469 243 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|567196|eugene3.00101754 483 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|569372|eugene3.00120025 594 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|569632|eugene3.00120285 569632 317 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|571511|eugene3.00130875 400 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|575185|eugene3.00150580 937 Y 8 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|575407|eugene3.00150802 283 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|575408|eugene3.00150803 283 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|575753|eugene3.00151148 345 Y 7 OUT 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|575848|eugene3.00151243 296 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|578289|eugene3.00180513 639 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|580779|eugene3.01230069 492 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|580803|eugene3.01230093 296 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|581554|eugene3.13140003 381 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|581829|eugene3.13340001 313 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|584468|eugene3.01630037 586 Y 9 OUT 10 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|584470|eugene3.01630039 572 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|585035|eugene3.01700010 499 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|589838|eugene3.00290021 301 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|592088|eugene3.41270001 283 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|592680|eugene3.00440015 313 N 8 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|592879|eugene3.00440214 592 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|593823|eugene3.00570067 545 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|594744|eugene3.06600002 480 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|594980|eugene3.00660174 586 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|643656|grail3.0003074001 465 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|647588|grail3.0111004201 647588 291 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|648231|grail3.0038018602 592 Y 9 OUT 9 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|649249|grail3.0001031001 491 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|650244|grail3.0001115101 405 N 8 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|651415|grail3.0002013101 281 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|652845|grail3.0023006601 279 N 8 IN 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|654478|grail3.0058015501 244 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
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jgi|Poptr1_1|654652|grail3.0011004001 334 N 6 IN 6 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|656479|grail3.0010021201 360 N 5 OUT 6 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|664019|grail3.0035021702 424 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|669814|grail3.0073010601 248 N 8 IN 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|706133|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_I1244 328 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|706794|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_I2590 242 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|710099|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_II0822 242 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|712123|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_III1192 276 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|720911|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_VIII2330 466 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|723021|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_IX3703 284 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|725778|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_X4189 248 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|729499|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_LG_XIII0762 239 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|742547|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_860119 742547 402 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|744336|estExt_Genewise1_v1.C_1310033 420 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|755787|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_II001967 335 N 8 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|756997|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_III000539 301 N 8 IN 8 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|762585|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_VI000895 762585 485 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|764671|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_VII001016 279 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|769002|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_X000492 342 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|776100|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_XV000528 347 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|776330|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_XV000758 269 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|776383|fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_XV000811 365 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|796067|fgenesh4_pg.C_scaffold_21122000001 286 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|797267|fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_I000270 797267 436 Y 7 OUT 8 IN G
jgi|Poptr1_1|797856|fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_I000859 330 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|799854|fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_III000319 581 Y 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|816796|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_II2039 749 N 8 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|818178|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_IV1437 491 N 10 OUT 10 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|820600|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_VIII1017 262 N 7 IN 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|820940|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_VIII1862 820940 315 N 7 OUT 7 OUT G
jgi|Poptr1_1|822025|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_LG_X0891 822025 293 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|827617|estExt_fgenesh4_pg.C_1070064 547 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|829403|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_I0246 488 N 7 OUT 9 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|831071|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_IV0078 294 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|831600|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_V0513 242 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|832788|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_LG_VIII0619 832788 284 N 7 OUT 7 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|836846|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_860060 340 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
jgi|Poptr1_1|837136|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_1310001 420 N 7 OUT 7 IN R
jgi|Poptr1_1|837467|estExt_fgenesh4_pm.C_1660030 422 N 7 OUT 8 OUT R
